The time is
now

By Katiana Brancato

Awaken to your true
potential

MY STORY
• I grew up witnessing my dad achieve greatness in the body building and
fitness industry, he was an idol and adored by many. He saw the potential in
each client he assisted and coached, however my perception was that in the
eyes of my dad I could never reach those levels. I pushed myself to my physical
limits in order to be seen and recognized but I felt that it was never quite good
enough.
• In 2016 I witnessed my dad take his last breath and in that moment realized
not only did I say good bye to a father, I felt what I believed was passion for
what I did in my life fade away. I felt the drive and inspiration dissipate and all
that was left was this emptiness in my heart. After many years of reflecting on
the past and doing forgiveness work on myself and the relationship with my dad
I came to a realization…

By Katiana Brancato

MY STORY
Since a little girl all my achievements were driven by the wanting
to be seen by my dad, and after his passing, I felt truly lost. That
realization was a powerful gift.
At the age of 22 I started reconstructing my life. I had to find the
heart-power to create the willpower I needed to take action
towards the desired change I needed.
I had to break down limiting beliefs and un-resourceful thought
processes about my capabilities and develop the right mind set
and attitude to discover what it was that excited me the most.
Today I am an entrepreneur, international circus performer,
strength and conditioning coach, remedial sports massage
practitioner, lecturer at Balancing Touch Academy and NLP
practitioner. I guide individuals to recognise, access and utilize
their unique gifts and empower them to transcend into a reality
that is in alignment with their true values and inner joy.

The time is now to awaken to YOUR true potential.

POWER OF YOUR WORDS
The words you use carry great power. Words consist of
vibration and frequency. It is these vibrations that create
the reality we experience. When you say something
enough times your words become your truth not only in
your own mind but in the minds of everyone you saying
them too. YOU are always listening so what are you
creating at the moment?
We encourage you to choose your words wisely, to
practice improved self-awareness over how to talk to
yourself and those around you. There are a many things
in this world we cannot control or change however at any
given moment you have all the resources you need to
shift the way in which you use your words.
As a creator of your reality, what you say goes.

RAS
Reticular Activation System
What you focus on with your thoughts and feelings
is what you attract into your experience.
-Rhonda Byrne
The human brain is incredible, we can shift
through billions of data at any given moment and
alter our emotional state with a simple thought or
feeling. Within our brain we have a bundle of
nerves at the brainstem called our RAS. In short,
this plays a vital role in our perception and reality.
Whatever you focus on, your RAS will find proof
that it exists, it will delete, distort and generalize
your experiences to create it and all of a sudden
you will notice more of what you focusing on.
Where are you pointing your RAS?

REST SO YOU CAN PEFORM AT
YOUR BEST
Your mind and body are intrinsically connected.
By making time to rest you recharge your ability
to take control over your emotional state,
manage your commitments and relationships
with clarity and patience and improve your
overall health.

• Ensure your room is dark enough, cell phones are on
flight mode or away from your head to ensure quality
sleep.
• Incorporate daily 15 min meditation or breathwork.
• Gift yourself regular massage therapy.
• Reduce caffeine intake.
• Avoid over committing, YOU have enough time.
• Dedicate days to the things that you find soothing and
soul enriching.
• Enjoy therapeutic baths with Epsom’s salt and
essential oils for muscle relaxation and repair.

STRESS MANAGEMENT

We cannot hide the fact that we experience daily
stresses, however the question is, how do we
manage our stress levels?
As a dancer and international artist I find my
weekly rehearsals and shows a powerful and
effective way to manage my stress and keep me
in a state of excitement for life.

What sparks the fire within you?
• Breath work.
• Morning or evening free writing or journaling.
• Movement, discover what exercises excite you the most, we are all
different so find what you enjoy and do that. Which can be Yoga, Crossfit, MMA, dancing, body weight training, etc.
• Quality nutrition.
• Regular small self celebrations in honour of your achievements.
• Regular short getaways.
• Laughter.
• Gratitude.

YOU ARE THE ONE YOU
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR
• The greatest gift you can give yourself is to realize
what your true talents are, to step into those talents
and do what excites you the most.
• Here is a question for you:
• Have you experienced your true level of
magnificence?
• Perhaps the TIME IS NOW to tap into the courage
within you, step into your true potential. Use this
courage to embrace the unknown which may seem
overwhelming at first but what YOU will discover
about yourself on the journey will AMAZE you.

TAKE ACTION
Imagine this as your timeline, representing the day of your birth, the life you live and the day you leave this
physical plane.

How much pleasure and joy can you cope with?
How much fun can you have?
How much learning can you experience?
How much love can you give and receive?
How much excitement are you willing to feel?
How amazing can your life be?

When you look at yourself in the mirror or in your own mind, you create what is
known as “the perception of self.” That is simply your perception and only yours. We
cannot dissipate old behavioural patterns by feeding it and focusing on it. In order to
transcend we must feed the behaviour we want.

Exercise
Think of 10 people, they can
influencers, family, friends, colleagues
and write their names down in bullet
form. Next to each name write down a
compliment that you have received
from them. What do they think or
believe about you?

This is taking action.

Is it not amazing how these people can recognise
these qualities in you? What behaviour do you
need to act out today that will allow you to step
into those qualities and shift your RAS towards
this new way of being?

Manifestation is static,
Manifest-action
Is what creates
Movement towards
Desired change.

Here are 2 limiting behaviour patterns you
can stop doing to immediately shift you
closer to awakening to your true potential
• Response to criticism: Allowing criticism to
influence your emotional state can effect your
personal development negativity. Realize that
each person is experiencing reality from their
point of reference. Often the way people
respond is influenced by their emotional state
and personal life. Avoid taking their words too
personally. Instead view it as great feedback
and allow it to inspire more growth.

• There is no such thing as failure only
feedback: Failure only exists in eyes of the
one who is judging, by allowing failure to
influence your emotional state you have
submitted to it. However when you replace
failure with feedback, you open a door way
for opportunities and greatness to flow in.

THE TIME IS NOW
AWAKEN TO YOUR TRUE POTENTIAL
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